Brief outline only of Astrological Analysis drawn from Natal Chart, based on birth
at 7.47am (less than 1 hour DST)
Ascending Sign:
Sun Sign
Moon Sign

Pisces
Aquarius
Scorpio

Adaptable
Fixed
Fixed

Emotional
Intellectual
Emotional

Water
Air
Water

Ascendant – Pisces
This sign appearing to ‘come up’ over her Eastern Horizon at the moment of
birth is what colours and modifies her Aquarian individuality, imparting the
characteristics of Pisces to her nature, appearance and physical structure.
Whereas the average Aquarian is expected to display a somewhat unemotional,
aloof, friendly but detached interest in ALL of humanity, with unswerving loyalty,
Tanya cannot be said to apply her energies without the influence of emotional
considerations. The compassionate desire to help others is therefore very strong
in her, and if the Aquarian intellect predominates over the less decisive Picean
temperament, with academic grades to qualify, then the above combination of
the Three Major Facets of the nature could direct her interests into some facet of
the medical field. Healing, counselling, psychological analysis and research, with a
view always to advancing some Aquarian ideal level of improving the quality of
life on earth for all its inhabitants.
Neptune is her Ruling Planet and framed against the forever-learning Sign
of Sagittarius it enhances her desire for further knowledge at an advanced level.
What’s more, it is located in the 10th house segment to emphasise the connection
with her professional interests, although these will be varied so that there could
be more than one career in this lifetime – possibly conducted in parallel. Pisces is
a ‘dual’ sign, as in the Sagittarian influence encompassing Neptune. Venus is also
in Pisces, in close alignment with Mars, and since Venus is referred to as being
exalted in Pisces, Tanya has the opportunity of exacting from it the highest form
of emotional expression. She wants to care for EVERYONE – medically, spiritually,
psychologically, financially – ANY WAY they want!! Fortunately for her thinking
(Mercury) is clothed in a very practical, businesslike Capricorn mode of earthly
practicality which will hopefully prevent her from allowing the sycophants to prey
on her endless generosity.
Sun – Aquarius
This places her in the Aquarian Team thereby forming part of the natural
balance of mankind on earth. Here the rules require fixed attention to the
cultivation of intellectual matters of the mind through ideas, inventive innovation,
plans for reform, scientific analysis, study of the ecology, and all with the
minimum of interference from emotional disturbance. The stubborn self-will
displayed during youth must be carefully directed towards the development of her
own self-discipline. She must be kept constantly busy, busy, busy with
intellectually stimulating conversation, puzzles, games, music, and art. Piano and
rhythm must form the basis of her Creative Expression and this could continue as
that parallel career to accompany the more practical vocational interest. We all

need to develop and maintain interests of Productive AND Creative types in order
to ensure a well balanced personality.
Although Tanya will be of the most affectionate, loving nature, with an
equally tenacious desire to BE LOVED, she also has the ability for complete
independence when it suits her, and she can retreat happily into her own
imaginative world to study, practice, draw, paint, or just to dream!! The latter
must be discouraged as a sole occupation, however, for out of any purely idle
activity can emerge the Negative emotions of Piscean fear of exposure of
competition, fear of failure, particularly as the Sun is positioned in her map in the
12th house segment of all Piscean activities, both positive and negative. The most
negative emotion here is emotional self-destruction, often through narcotics or
alcohol, or fear itself. For this reason it is essential that she be encouraged to
keep her very active mind and emotions stimulated in positive activities. She may
be very shy whilst young, even though she could become a tremendous dramatic
actress one day, so she needs to develop those talents (like dancing and music)
which will boost her own self-esteem and help her to establish her Ego in a field
where she can be SURE of applause. This, then will encourage her to forge
forward confidently, for she has the determination to achieve perfection. The
Planetary Ruler of Uranus which we find ALSO clothed in Sagittarian influence,
ALSO powerfully positioned in the Career sector, and in very close alignment with
the academically-oriented Jupiter which emphasizes still further her desire for
knowledge within a broad spectrum of experience, plus travel and languages.
Moon – Scorpio
Just as the Aquarian Individuality relates directly to her Dad’s Egoprojection at the professional level (note Brian’s Aquarian Mid Heaven), so she
has inherited these Scorpio moods, mannerisms, emotional expression and
Psychological Needs from Dad who ALSO has his Moon in Scorpio. Tanya’s Moon
is located in the 9th house segment of all Sagittarian activities – study, religious
enquiry, philosophy, travel – in fact she could emigrate in the course of her
professional interests, or as a result of marriage. Obviously the Sagittarian
content in her nature relates to both parents, Dad belonging to the basic
Sagittarian team, and Mum having a Sagittarian temperament (See Barbara’s
Ascendant). Where the Pisces comes from you may decide as she grows up, but
although a Caesarean birth was ‘arranged’ by the medical attendants, the
circumstances of her birth were obviously pre-determined, or known, long before
she embarked on this existence with all her Piscean accoutrements to propel her
in a scientific direction.
Scorpio is even more secretive and deeply emotional than Pisces, and since
the Moon represents the Outer expression of the Personality, or the face we
present outwardly to family and friends, showing certain reactions according to
this mode, we can expect to find an extremely intense little girl with a rather
unnerving way of looking at people. There is a kind of hypnotic gaze that can
focus on its prey, for instance, from beneath rather well defined eyebrows which
can be equally severe!! It is, however, an extremely feminine element to add to a
female nature, typical of the dramatic actress – or seductress. The rhythmic

movement, whether walking or dancing, will be almost hypnotic in itself!! When
Tanya walks into a room with her Aquarian head held high, wearing the Piscean
badge of delicate charm, with the commanding theatrical presentation of Scorpio
Personality – Heads of State will turn!!
Being so stubborn she is fortunate to have chosen her EQUALLY fixed
parents so well – for select them (with careful assistance, we believe) she DID. I
notice, by the way, that Allan also shares the Piscean influence which manifests in
his Moon Sign – his outer personality expression, so you can be sure they will
always have a very close affinity to one another, although together they will no
doubt contrive to secretly outwit their elders, and give away very few secrets.
The Fourth dimension of the character is drawn from the Sign governing the
Mid Heaven, as shown on topmost point of the Chart, and for Tanya this is again
Scorpio, signifying that the same emotional intensity and stubborn resolve can be
directed into her professional interests, and indeed all her endeavours, with a
determination to do nothing by HALVES. If she were to develop a flair for
journalism, she would favour the unravelling of mysteries, revealing the unknown
and uncovering the criminal element in Society. If studying Law, then it would be
as a criminologist with an eloquent, dramatic and forceful verbal delivery as a
Barrister.. Or will it be Barristeress by the time you are moving into the year
2000 and the Aquarian Great Year of our Civilisation. You will obviously move
very easily into that Era, Tanya, well able to identify with the computer age of
modern science and nuclear technology with the attendant benefits of space
travel and oceanic research – EITHER of which will fascinate you.
Although appearing shy and reserved, the talents are to be directed
vehemently towards idealistic objectives, and the ‘Bundle’ shaping of the chart, as
transposed form the cosmic planetary pattern existing at birth, suggests there
will be little deviation from the idealistic form of thinking. All the energies and
interests will have the same intensive basis revolving around societal reforms and
humanitarian issues. This is not the Chart of an introvert with the bulk of the
planets appearing above the horizon, so I suspect the strong Sagittarian influence
within the Ego expression will find enjoyment and stimulation in spirited debate
and dynamic rhetoric. Pisces likes to achieve perfection in the use of words, so
the vocabulary should be consciously built up throughout life to assist in the art of
self-expression, and rather than baby talk during kindergarten stage, there could
be incorporated into the learning some knowledge of a foreign language!!
Honestly!! This intellect is forever enquiring into something new, and can cope
with all that is available. She sounds like a creation of exquisite beauty with those
large, widely set Aquarian eyes focused on a new way of life for all.

